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Cognitive diagnostic and learner 

assessment

▪ In mathematics
▪ In physics
▪ In medicine

Adaptation and 

personalization

▪ In IMS-QTI assessments
▪ In remediation contexts

■ MOOCs
■ Serious Games
■ Learning management systems
■ Intelligent tutoring systems

Authoring tools

▪ Participation to IMS certification
▪ Meta-design / Co-design
▪ For end-users (teachers)
▪ Methodology based on design patterns

Traces analysis

▪ In MOOC/SPOC
▪ In learning environments
▪ Heterogeneous traces

MOCAH: Current research themes



UM - 2007

News technologies and education
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The cliché

Why so little change?
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The right questions 
What is AIED?

What can it bring?

How?

How to connect AI to teaching and learning?

Risk: adapting to what is liked, not what is learned

Making an impact at the right level: teachers & students

level

Risk: more efficient administration, not more efficient learning

Ethics: what acceptable uses?

Risk: new ideas once the data is there
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Goals today
Not replacing the teachers: harness the strengths of AI to 
empower them

Learning that is more:

Personalized

Flexible

Inclusive

Engaging

Respond to what is being learned, how it’s being learned, what
is felt…

The dilemma:

Decades of research: great ideas are there

(Cheap) technological devices are there

Practical applications… not so much
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What is AIED?
More than 30 years of research

AI + learning sciences (education, psychology, 

neuroscience, linguistics, sociology) to promote adaptive 

learning environments

Goal: opening the black box of learning

Methods:

Using theories

Building models (knowledge about the world)

Process with algorithm

Testing

Iterating
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What models?
Domain model: what to teach

Pedagogical model: how to teach

Productive failures (mistakes are ok)

Appropriate feedback (which hints, when…?)

Testing knowledge (how?)

Learner model

Achievements, skills, difficulties, knoledge…

Emotional state

Engagement (time on task)

…metacognitive, emotional, social…



A typical AI-driven
learning environment

Domain model

Pedagogical

model

Learner

model

Algorithms:

decision making

process

Learning content

individualized

xAdaptive learning environment

Logs

Students’ actions,

Affect,

Speech…

Algorithms:

data analysis

Feedback

Updates

Updates

Open

Learner

Model

THE FIRST 20 years

=> NOW REAL DATA
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TELEOS Technology Enhanced 
Learning Environment for 
Orthopaedic Surgery

Multidisciplinary project :

Didactic

Psychology

Computer Science

Medicine

12
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Methodology
1. COGNITIVE ANALYSIS OF THE 

SURGEON’S ACTIVITY

2. FORMALIZATION FOR 

IMPLEMENTATION

3. DESIGN OF THE DIAGNOSIS AND 

DIDACTIC DECISION COMPONENTS

4. VALIDATIONS

5. IMPROVE THE DIAGNOSIS SYSTEM 

BASED IN LEARNING TRACES (DATA)

13
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1
DOMAIN MODEL

Titre de la présentation
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Cognitive analysis of 
the surgeon’s activity

15

Combination

of 2D images

Progression
Of the PIN based in radios

videoControlOcculo.wmv
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Description of 
orthopedic 
knowledge

Declarative
 Explicit knowledge, which can 

be communicated
 Anatomy, pathologies, 

therapies…

Procedural 
 Problem-solving, reasoning, 

prediction…
 Some subjective, personal an 

context-specific
 Partly worded, can be partly 

communicated
 Some empirical validation

Perception & Gestures
 Can not be worded
 Dexterity, eye-hand 

coordination, spatial skills…
 Pragmatical representation and 

validation

TELEOS EXAMPLE, LUENGO ET AL 2011

16
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Bras haptique
TELEOS: Environnement 

d’apprentissage

Oculomètre

Virtual simulator
perception and surgical gestures

FilmTeleos.mp4
DemoHapticEetSouri.swf
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2
STUDENT MODEL

Titre de la présentation
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Student model
Conceptions
conception is characterised by a quadruplet C (P, R, L, ) 

where:

P represents a set of problems, which describe the conception’s domain of validity, it is 

the context where the conception may appear;

R represents a set of operators, which are involved in the solutions of problems from P;

L is a representation system; it allows the representation of problems and operators;

 is a set of control structures.

Source : Balacheff 2003

Pr

ob

le

m 

ID

Fracture type Bone quality Declaration

Sacru

m 

fractur

e

Pure 

disjunc

tion

High 

density

Norma

l 

density

Low 

density

Define 

traject

ory

Valida

te 

traject

ory

PA
X X X

PB
X X X

PC
X X X

PD
X X X

PE
X X X

PF
X X X

Action 

ID

Operator

1 OP1: Introduce an entry 

point for the pin course

2 OP2: Orientate the pin

3 OP3: Advance the pin

4 OP5: Take an inlet view

5 OP6: Take an outlet view

6 OP4: Restore the pin

7 OP1: Introduce an entry 

point for the pin course

8 OP2: Orientate the pin

9 OP3: Advance the pin

10 OP5: Take an inlet view

11 OP6: Take an outlet view

12 OP9: Validate the pin course

L id Representation system

1 Radio

2 Body

3 Proprioception 
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Controls examples
Control Type Control elements of knowledge Domains of

validity

declarative The pin’s trajectory must be completely

intra-osseous

all

declarative If the pin is well positioned then the pin

appears as a point on the profile X-ray

PB, PC, PE

Procedural If the pin would become extra osseous by

being pushed in S1, 1cm after the median

line, then it can be stopped at the median line

PC, PD

Procedural If the pin would become extra osseous, then

it can be stopped just 1cm after having

reached S1

PA,PD,PF

Perceptive-

gestural

If the pin was in the sacroiliac and the

resistance force decrease then the pin would

become extra osseous

All

Perceptive-

gestural

Passing through a cortical provokes a more

difficult progression of the pin

All

THE PELVIS OPERATION

Pelvis operation ≃ 112 controls

Vertebrae operation ≃ 63 controls
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Diagnosis

It detects which “pieces of 
knowledge” are used by the learner 
and the relevance of their use (it was 
used in a valid or invalid way). 
Two diagnosis levels :
Behavioral : We apply a set of expert rules to the 
simulator trails.
The trajectory is extraosseous

We deduce (with a bayesien network) the control 
state (use in a valid or invalid manner, not used) 
For a sacroiliac screw the pin is well positioned if it appears as a 
point on the profile X-ray 
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Diagnosis

Control Based approach, 
TELEOS example
Epistemic Diagnosis :

temporal bayesian network

Problems

Operators

Controls

Register

Observables = 

analysis of the actions 

in the simulator
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Diagnosis model: temporal 
dimension
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Diagnosis

Control Based approach, 
TELEOS example
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Diagnosis
Control Based approach

T-

1

T
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3
PEDAGOGICAL MODEL

AI for Education - F. Bouchet
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Feedback and ill-defined 
domains
=> Developing new tutoring strategies and feedback  

Lynch, C. & all 2006
in particular when the domain has multiple and controversial solutions or ill-defined 

task structures Fournier-Vigier 2012
Most of the feedback systems try to guide the student to 

the intended solution, even if it is described partially

Our objective 

 Explore another feedback paradigm which is centered in 

the validation process more than the attended solution.

 Design and implement it.
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Identify and target the control 
component

Part of the knowledge

Allows to validate or 

invalidate a step during 

the problem solving 

process

Controls 

characteristics

Nature 

(declarative,procedural,…)

Position in the problem 

solving process

Type : Generic or local
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1.Target Decision

Apprenticeship Utility function to initialize the calculation

Selects the element(s) on which it is better to focus the feedback

Approach : Decision theoretic

Modeling  : Influence diagram

Chance 

nodes:

Knowledge 

elements

Utility node

Decision node

Estimated 

utilities

)()()(),( cUcUcUEcU natureorderTypeState  
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Didactic decision making

1. Choose the target of the feedback

Which knowledge element is the most relevant to focus on?

2. Choose the learning objective

Depending on the probability vector of the target, what is the learning 

object?

3. Choose the feedback form

4. Choose the feedback content
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TELEOS models
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Kind of feedbacks

32
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4
DATA ANALYSIS ALGORITHMS

AI for Education - F. Bouchet
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Data analysis from TELEOS

Toussaint and Luengo 2015
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Data transformation
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Data transformation 
perceptual gestural sequences

 DATA BASE  of  sequences   => itemset for rulemining

 S = < (Actions; | Gestes); (Perceptions)>

36

Ben-Mansson Toussaint PHD, AIED 2015, EIAH 2015, AIME 2016
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FRAMEWORK PETRA
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Data analysis 

For learning analytics

Treatments 

For AIED

Treatments 

Ben-Mansson Toussaint PHD  AIME 2016
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Mining sequential rules

Find behaviour rules : corrects and errors

Classical algorithms (CMRules..) don’t work very well 

Kind of traces related to phases during procedure

=> PhaRules algorithm

AI for Education - F. Bouchet
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Mining sequential rules

Perception Action Perception Action Action Perception …

Corrects gestures ?

errors ?

Utility from learning point of view?

Intraosseous trocar

=> Correct gesture

Watch the center of 

the L3 vertebra

Tilt the trocar in the 

cerebral-caudal axis

Radio phase Body draw phase
Trocar insertion phase
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Evaluation of Rules
by experts

UM - 2007
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Action State of simulation

Phase

Visualisations

Evaluation

Reuse for pilots 
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Current uses of AI for 
Education

Personal tutors (ITS)

Intelligent support for collaborative learning (CSCL)

Intelligent virtual reality
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Personal tutors : 
intelligent tutoring systems
Individualized tutoring: an ideal but cannot scale… until now

Different pedagogical approaches:
Scaffolding learning: between support and challenge

Diagnosing procedural errors (BUGGY)

Helping learners to be in control: self-regulated learning

« learning how to learn » (MetaTutor) (Azevedo et al. 2013)

Different methods to get there:
Symbolical: 

requires experts 

uses models, ontologies…

Numerical: 

requires data

uses self-training algorithm
(machine learning)

Hard to build

Hard to interpret
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Supporting colloborative
learning
Collaboration helps learning:

Pair of students in online courses have higher learning outcomes than students learning

alone

Encourages reflexion

Caring about the group increases engagement

AI can help:

To form efficient groups with complementary skills

(Labarthe et al. 2016)

Identify efficient collaborative patterns (to help students or teachers)

Through pedagogical agents: tutor (AutoTutor), peer (learning by teaching (Betty’s Brain)(Biswas

et al. 2012))

Intelligent moderation: detect off topic discussions
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Intelligent virtual reality
VR can help with learning:

Encouraging « what if » scenarios (simulation)

Training « real situations » safety (TELEOS => Luengo et al. 2011)

Propose other forms of interactions (haptic, eyetracker) 

Visiting historical places

Enabling low-achieving students by shifting their self image
(Crystal Island)

AI can make virtual world « intelligent »:

Proposing adapted « real » situations

Guiding learners to regulate their emotional status

Encouraging collaboration between learners

Applications:

Against bullying (FearNot!) (Vannini et al. 2011)
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Future uses of AI for Education ?
Where is AI going?

What are the challenges?

Develop reliable indicators to track progress

More and more capture devices (biological data, eyetracking, speech recognition…)

Better understanding of the best teaching approaches and their context

More data collected + sharing
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« A Renaissance in 
Assessment »
Just-in-time assessments

Today: LA can predict if a student will fail or drop-out

Tomorrow: how motivation and engagement varies

Tracking learning progress

Today: is the answer right/wrong?

Tomorrow: why? What type of mistakes? What emotional state?

Stealth assessments:

Today: short quizzes, final exam

Tomorrow: assessing while learning is happening (e.g. through a collaborative project)

(Hill and Barber, 2014)
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New insights from learning
sciences
AIED will be more interdisciplinary than ever

Education neuroscience:

Today: Uncertain rewards can improve learning (Howard-Jones et al., 2014)

Tomorrow: calibrating rewards based on learner

Psychology:

Today: « growth mindset » in learners is more efficient than « fixed mindset » (static

intelligence) (Dweck, 2010)

Tomorrow: detecting student’s mindset and develop it
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Lifelong learning partners

We learn more efficiently with another (Cole, 1996)

Today: learner-companion help stimulate student learning

in various ITS

Tomorrow: one assistant companion

Across app and devices

In and beyond school

Choosing the optimal resources when they are needed
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Tackling unsolved issues

Achievement gap – a social issue:

Help those who need it the most with one-on-one tutoring

Making sure all benefits from AIED

Developing teacher expertise:

Reducing stress

Freeing time to do what humans do best with students (automatic grading, resource

recommendations…)
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What about ethics?
Overall problem with data collection:

For what? For whom? Who decides?

Problem with algorithms:

What happens when AI goes wrong?

Who is responsible?

Sharing is necessary for AIED to be successful

Guaranteed anonymousness (privacy by design)

AIED encourages human behavior changes & to establish
relationships

Should every mistake be reported to the teacher?

Spy effect
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Conclusion

AIED exists today, and will be more and more important in 

years to come

It needs institutional support to spread:

Involve learners, teachers, parents in the co-design of the next AIED systems to meet

their needs

Develop, evaluate… iterate

Spread data standards

Share data, but keeping the ethics in mind!

The potential gain is too important to ignore the 

opportunity!
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Thanks to…

ANIMATAS for the invitation to the summer 
school
François Bouchet for the first version of this 
presentation

“Intelligence Unleashed – an Argument for 
AI in Education” by R. Luckin, W. Holmes, M. 
Griffiths & L. B. Forcier – on which this 
presentation is loosely based on

You for your attention!
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AI for Education - F. Bouchet
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